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Rancho Mañana is more than a world-class resort. Its historical grounds 
present scenery that is vibrant, lush, and awe-inspiring. Your wedding 
day paints a picture of your dreams, and we o�er a perfect canvas for 

stunning and timeless photography. From the ceremony to the reception, 
our attentive catering sta� is personally involved in every detail of your 

intimate day. Let us make your dream a reality.  
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Locations
Our historical site poses a breathtaking and memorable backdrop for wedding photos that will be 
cherished for a lifetime. Picture your al fresco wedding ceremony and reception on the verdant lawn 
of Rancho Mañana. Your stage is set among the massive eucalyptus and mesquites trees and the lush 

Sonoran Foothills, with the southern rim of the Tonto National Forest looming in the distance.

Reception Location
The reception area is adjacent to
the ceremony area, on the opposite 
side of the eucalyptus tree. This 
area is large enough to seat 125-
plus guests along with a dance 
�oor and a bar area.

Ceremony Location
The Sonoran Foothills lawn 
has many di�erent options for 
the wedding ceremony, 
depending on the size of your 
party and which direction you 
would like to face. Regardless, 
the views are amazing in every 
direction. 

Wedding Ceremony Area

Reception Area

Dining Options 
Choose from seated or bu�et 
service. Bu�et service is 
recommended for weddings, as 
there is usually a wide range in 
guests’ ages. Older and younger 
guests generally dine �rst and all 
others may dine at will.
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Locations

The lush grand lawn area is a stage for larger wedding ceremonies. It can host a great number of guests, 
all while feeling cradled amongst the undulating grass knolls. The backdrop is absolutely spectacular.

The verdant lawn flows right up to the lush Sonoran Foothills, and the southern rim of the Tonto National 
Forest completes the everlasting skyline. Truly a stage set for greatness, the impact of everlasting 
photographs and once in a lifetime memories.

The Grand Lawn
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The canopy of the native mesquite trees offers an enchanting spot for small to medium sized weddings. 
The massive eucalyptus tree at the north end is a majestic centerpiece for the bridal party to stand under. 
The limbs of this tree can also be used to hold our crystal chandelier, which brings a magical sparkle to 
the sky above you.

Nature sets the stage with all of the magical trees, the lush Sonoran Foothills, and the southern rim of the 
Tonto National Forest looming in the distance.

Under the Native Mesquite Trees
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Locations

Our historical site poses a breathtaking and memorable backdrop for wedding photos that will be cherished 
for a lifetime. Picture your al fresco wedding ceremony and reception on the verdant lawn of Rancho Mañana. 
Your stage is set among the massive eucalyptus and mesquites trees and the lush Sonoran Foothills, with the 
southern rim of the Tonto National Forest looming in the distance.
Reception Location
The reception area is adjacent to the ceremony area, on the opposite side of the eucalyptus tree. This area 
is large enough to seat 125-plus guests along with a dance floor and a bar area.

Dining Options 
Choose from seated or buffet service. Buffet service is recommended for weddings, as there is usually 
a wide range in guests’ ages. Older and younger guests generally dine first and all others may dine at will.

Reception and Dining
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